
Five well-known specialists in the aluminum industry were invited to participate in a JOM panel discussion and comment 
on the most critical challenges our industry is facing, how we might face them, and what they would have liked to know 
when they started their careers. Whilst we had many enjoyable and meaningful discussions, here we summarise some of the 
highlights from our experts.
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Chris Bayliss is 
deputy secretary 
general at the 
International 
Aluminium 
Institute (U.K.) and 
has almost two 

decades’ experience in the 
sustainability of the aluminium 
industry. He is involved in all aspects 
of the Institute’s activities, from data 
collection and analysis to 
communication, and has played a 
leading role in collaborative projects 
to develop the industry’s greenhouse 
gas accounting protocols, 
occupational health performance 
measurement tools, the global 
aluminum mass flow model, and 
“The Aluminium Story”  
(www.thealuminiumstory.com). 

Gao Binliang is a 
professor at 
Northeastern 
University (China) 
and has been 
working in molten 
salt 

electrochemistry, especially in 
aluminum reduction, for over 20 
years. His work mainly focuses on 
the theory of molten salts 
electrolysis, as well as 
electrochemical preparation of 
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Al-based alloys in high-temperature 
and room-temperature molten salts. 
He has authored more than 100 
scientific and technical papers, as 
well as two books on molten salts.

Don Doutre is 
senior principal 
scientist, molten 
metal processing 
and recycling at 
Novelis Inc. 
(Canada), and has 

developed the LiMCA™, AlScan™, 
and PoDFAf™ technologies used 
daily throughout the aluminium 
industry. He is active in the 
preparation, casting, and properties 
of metal matrix composites, as well 
as in automotive casting and 
semi-solid forming, and more 
recently in quality, recovery, and 
environmental issues relating to 
aluminium recycling. He has 14 U.S. 
patents and has been a TMS 
member since 1985.

Stephen Lindsay 
is smelting 
specialist 
consultant at 
HATCH (USA) 
and previously 
served in technical 

and managerial capacities at Alcoa 

for almost 40 years, with 
responsibilities spanning anode, 
cathode, reduction, and emission 
control technologies. He has patents 
related to emissions control and 
alumina handling and has authored 
dozens of articles in Light Metals, 
JOM, and the Australasian Smelting 
Technology Conferences and 
Alumina Quality Workshops. He was 
editor of Light Metals in 2011, and 
an instructor for TMS courses on 
Industrial Electrolysis, Anode 
Technology, and Potline Scrubbers 
and Emissions. 

Ray Peterson is 
director, 
technology at 
Real Alloy (USA) 
and has served in 
many areas of 
TMS, including as 

chair of the Recycling and Aluminum 
Committees, Light Metals Division 
Chair, and President in 2009. He 
has five U.S. patents and authored 
numerous papers and presentations 
in aluminium, including: primary 
production, recycling, dross 
processing, and molten metal 
treatment and handling. He is a 
Fellow of TMS and one of the 
instructors in the TMS Aluminium 
Cast Shop Workshop.

Editor’s Note: This article corresponds with the Aluminum: Recycling and Carbon/Environmental Footprint 
technical topic published in the October 2020 issue of JOM: The Journal. For additional insight on this topic, browse 
papers in this issue or log in to your TMS member account at tms.org to read articles on Springer.
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From the perspective of your industry, what is 
the most critical sustainability challenge that we as a 
materials community need to answer?

PETERSON: Focusing on the recycling side [of 

of post-consumer scrap that needs to be addressed. Too 
much aluminum escapes the recycle loop. In particular, we 
have, at least in the U.S., a big problem with used beverage 
containers escaping the recycle loop. A more materials-
related challenge is the minimization or reuse of our waste 
products, whether it is carbon dioxide, red mud, or salty 
recycling by-products.

DOUTRE:
technical aspects such as energy intensity, greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions, water usage, etc., but also economic and 

development, and community involvement. From a materials 

as no surprise that CO2 emissions represent the single 
biggest sustainability challenge. To appreciate the magnitude 
of this issue, it is worth noting that CO2
rolled products are in units of tonnes CO2e/tonne product 

huge problem, and it is) which is expressed in kg/tonne. 
BAYLISS: Yes, so I’ll quote a report released [recently] 

by the World Bank. Looking at the material requirements 
for future energy systems (solar, wind, new renewables) 
by 2050, you’d need six million tonnes of aluminum, 
just for that segment. In general, achievement of the 
U.N. Sustainable Development Goals will require more 
material and energy resources, and not just a bit more. For 
aluminum, the [International Aluminum Institute] sees 
growth in demand of around 50% by 2050, requiring an 
increase in primary production of 25–30 million tonnes 
on today’s 65 million tonnes level. Even with improved 
(>95% post-consumer) scrap collection rates, an additional 
15–20 million tonnes of primary aluminum will be required. 

annual bauxite requirement of 500 million tonnes, an annual 
generation of 250 million tonnes bauxite residue, and, based 
on today’s technology and energy mix, around 1.6 billion 
tonnes of CO2e emissions. Today, the industry emits around 
1.1 billion tonnes, 2% of global emissions. How to achieve 
this—while minimizing environmental impact during the 
production process—is our greatest challenge. 

LINDSAY: Reduction of carbon-based emissions 
spanning the consumption of electrical energy and CO2 

CF4 and C2F6 to the atmosphere. The historical pathway 
has been through incremental improvements. However, 
some innovative approaches that allow [smelters] to be 
able to operate in concert with renewable forms of energy 
or to operate with inert anodes have the potential to be 
game changers. Major producers and even the LME are 
involved in a rush to market low CO2 equivalent forms 
of aluminum—but they’re basically badging the capacity 
that they’re fortunate enough to have linked up with 
hydro power. I wonder if we shouldn’t have some metrics, 
beyond CO2 equivalence? What about the enabling of 
new renewable sources of energy—solar, wind power, or 
others—beyond traditional hydro capacity? TRIMET in 
Germany are doing a lot of the ground-breaking work with 
their “virtual battery” project. They should have called 
it “integrating the primary aluminum industry with the 
infrastructure and social needs of Germany,” but that’s just 
too long of a name. It aptly describes what they are doing—
identifying social and countrywide goals, where they can 

management into a bigger scheme of things.
GAO: Life cycle analysis of aluminum production 

in China shows the biggest GHGs are due to electricity 

times those using renewable power, e.g., hydro. At present 
in China, 90% of primary aluminum uses coal-generated 
electricity [and this] contributes 60% of total GHG emissions 

in aluminum production. Therefore, 
I think the most critical challenge for 
sustainability is how to use renewable 
power—especially wind, solar, and hydro 
power—as much as possible and decrease 
the share of the coal. We need to build 

technology for this. Other challenges are 
the quality of Chinese alumina, which is 
rich in lithium and potassium impurities, 
and thus, how to recycle the [resulting] 
spent electrolyte; how to recycle spent 

and sulfur emissions. All these problems, 
I think, are challenges to the future of our 
Chinese industry.

 Q.

A ZOOM-based roundtable discussion with our expert panelists and JOM 
organizers.
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How can we solve these big challenges? 

BAYLISS: It’s all about time. We need the solutions 
quickly—in 10, 20, 30 years—in order to avoid some of 
these environmental impacts that are being discussed. 
So, time is critical here. What has happened over the last 
10, 20, 30 years? Well, Elysis [inert anode technology] 
is coming to market. We’ve seen China now operating 
mostly on 400+ kA [reduction cell technologies], up to 

questions, solutions need to happen quickly. Sometimes it 
can be [mistaken] that, “a bit of tweaking here” and “a bit 
of creep, and we’ll get there.” 

PETERSON: I think we’re going to have some sort 
of outside driving force [perhaps on a COVID-19 scale]. 
A company by itself is not going to take that risk or be 
able to make these changes. It’s going to have to be a 
collaboration between governments, companies, and 
research organizations.

LINDSAY: I agree with Ray, it’s going to need some 
bigger driving force, either at a governmental level or 
perhaps even at the world level. I do believe the future for 

grids and use [of] more renewable sources of energy, [with] 
lower CO2. As Chris has pointed out, "chasing small scale 
creep projects and incremental change" is not going to get 
the industry where it needs to be.

DOUTRE: You know, it’s bigger than the aluminum 
industry, this is worldwide. You can pick concrete, 

tough one. It can’t be dealt with at just the company level. 
But at the individual level, there are choices we can make, 
things we can do—as people, as organizations—in terms 
of “chipping away at the edges,” but the bigger underlying 
question is still out there.

GAO: Yes [in China], we [direct] a lot of money to 
focus on the big problems, [through] our government. For 
example, in recent years, our government has funded a 
heavy focus on environmental issues, and I think, maybe 
10, 20 years later, we can develop many good solutions for 
the aluminum industry. So, I’m optimistic for the future, 
for both the Chinese and the [global] aluminum industry.

Do you have any advice for the next generation 
of young people entering this community now? What 
would you have liked someone to tell you when you 
started in the industry?

PETERSON: There’s a lot of things I wish people had 

the biggest ones is make it a point to network every chance 
you get. You never know when you might meet someone 
with whom you can collaborate or learn new ideas and 
facts. As a young professional, you may feel intimidated by 

more senior members, but most of them love to talk about 
their work and enjoy helping out younger members of the 
community. Understand that it may take several contacts to 
establish a relationship.

BAYLISS:
mentors and people who can teach you the craft, and 
that takes time. But for me, [there] was a point where I 
realized that “you are eminently replaceable!” You bring 
a unique perspective and collection of skills, experiences, 
and knowledge that will need to be mobilized and drawn 
on to bring about positive change. But that change can 
only happen in concert with the skills, experiences, and 
knowledge of others. So, see yourself as a positive agent 
for change, but don’t think it needs to be you to make 
it happen—don’t let it weigh you down. Like a species 

those around you, but if you are taken out of that niche, 

but it’s also empowering—for each new niche you occupy, 
you have an opportunity to learn and adapt.

DOUTRE: Pick up the phone and start a two-way 
dialogue. The problem with e-mail, Jabber, or texting is 
that it’s agonizingly slow and you tend to stay on topic. 
Whereas if you pick up the phone, there’s a personal 
relationship there. It’s, “What’s on your mind? What’s 
going on?” Recognize that humans are, by nature, a very 
social species. We intrinsically prefer to connect and 
communicate in real time. Again, this is about making 

perspectives (production, sales, procurement, and technical 

is to recognize that everything we know is built upon 
knowledge accumulated from past generations—the 
industry is 132 years old—and there is now an enormous 
body of technical documents, most of it available 
electronically. Read, search, read some more, and repeat. 
You’ll be amazed by what’s already out there.  

LINDSAY: I agree with what’s already been said, 

really important. By growing some of your expertise and 
also having a bigger network, you can make more of an 
impact. But part of that also has to be taking advantage of 
every training opportunity. When you enter the aluminum 
industry, it should not be the end of your education. In fact, 
it should be the beginning.  

GAO: I’ve collected some opinions from three 
eminent co-workers. Their hope for young people is that 

work, but they would become inventors, creators of new 
processes and technologies. They should devote their lives 
to providing answers to the [big] problems and transform 
the process into one more friendly, cleaner, and energy 

increasing. I believe in the next two decades, the future 

 Q.

 Q.
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the current process. There is a large room for the [next 
generation] to impact the development of new technology.

A Final Word 
As our panelists have highlighted, our industry’s 

challenges are great. Tackling them is perhaps a journey 
requiring all to come together, each adding contributions, 

  Aluminum at TMS
TMS has a long history of engagement with the aluminum industry. From offering symposia and special events at the 
annual meeting, to notable publications, to unique networking opportunities, TMS has established itself as a leader in 
providing resources and information to support and benefit professionals who are working in this field. Discover all that 
TMS has to offer today! 

STAY INFORMED WITH JOM

Check out upcoming 
technical topics 
related to your 
technical interests 
and learn how to 

submit a manuscript for a future issue at www.tms.org 
/EditorialCalendar. Search the Editorial Calendar by 
keyword to find topics in your field. TMS members can also 
access the JOM Archive at jom.tms.org to read articles in 
aluminum-related topics published in the journal since 1949.

EXPLORE LIGHT METALS

More than 2,500 
papers from TMS’s 
signature Light 
Metals proceedings 
are available in 

TMS’s Light Metals Digital Library. Considered an essential 
publication of the aluminum industry, Light Metals will 
celebrate its 50th anniversary in 2021. Search the 
collection by author, title, keyword, or year for access to 
individual papers, even those from the very first publication 
in 1971, online at www.tms.org/LightMetalsLibrary.

CONNECT WITH COLLEAGUES
The online TMS Membership Directory can help you 
connect with other members throughout the world. Because 
this resource is available at any time, you can keep in touch 
or seek out new colleagues whenever and wherever is 
convenient to you. Find it at members.tms.org.

JOIN A TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
For many, joining a technical committee is the starting 
point for their involvement in the Society. Participation 
is also a valuable networking opportunity and provides 
the chance to contribute new ideas to your profession 
in a meaningful way. Visit www.tms.org/Committees 
to see all 34 technical committees—like the Aluminum 
Committee, Magnesium Committee, or Recycling and 
Environmental Technologies Committee—within the five 
divisions of TMS and learn how to join. 

TMS ANNUAL MEETING

One of the most 
well-attended 
technical tracks 
year after year at 
the TMS Annual 

Meeting & Exhibition focuses on light metals and features 
a number of symposia focused on more specific aspects 
of the field. Other special events, such as the Light 
Metals Keynote and Light Metals Division Luncheon, are 
great places for attendees to network and exchange 
ideas with peers in a relaxed setting. The cross-
disciplinary nature of every TMS Annual Meeting 
provides the added benefit of presenting opportunities to 
develop connections outside of your field or specialty. 
Learn more about programming for the next annual 
meeting at www.tms.org/TMS2021.

NOMINATE A COLLEAGUE
The TMS Awards program gives you the opportunity to 
advance your career through respected professional 
recognition, or the ability to honor a mentor or esteemed 
colleague. View a list of Light Metals Division-sponsored 
awards, as well as awards from other TMS divisions 
or Society-level awards and nominate a colleague to 
showcase deserving work in your field at  
www.tms.org/Awards.

WATCH A WEBINAR

The newly 
redesigned TMS 
Webinar Library 
features a variety 
of topics, from 

fundamentals and overviews, to developing business and 
leadership skills, to recent advancements and current 
issues impacting the breadth of materials science and 
engineering. As an exclusive benefit, TMS members can 
access live or recorded content for free at  
www.tms.org/WebinarLibrary. Don’t see content that 
fits your interests and needs? Click the “What New 
Content Do You Need?” button on the Webinar Library 
page to provide new ideas for webinars.

Anne Kvithyld and David Wong are guest editors for JOM from the Aluminum Committee of the TMS 
Light Metals Division. Ed Herderick is the industrial editor for JOM.
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